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Wuhan teens go deep into
Africa to study cheetahs
By Yang Feng

Three Wuhan seventh
graders, He Jinlan, Guo
Tianyi and Yin Ziyue, went
to Africa as volunteers, with
their parents, from the end
of June through July. "We
expect our children to have
a clearer and more diverse
understanding of life,
nature, and love, in their
critical growing period, and
to feel awe toward
everything on this planet.
After several discussions
with our kids, we chose the
destination —Serengeti, west
of the Great Rift Valley,"
said Ms. Ma, mother of He.
Three Wuhan seventh graders doing research in Tanzania

The African guide of the
teen volunteers' team, Chen
Jianxing, is the Chinese
representative at the Tanzania
National Parks Authority. On his
recommendation, the three
teenagers came to the local
KOMMENI School for a twoday research workshop where
they talked with their African
peers about dreams and taught
them some simple Chinese

words and sentences like
"China", "Wuhan" and "We are
friends." The three also
prepared small gifts for children
in Africa—hand-powered
flashlights. "Flashlights are a
necessity in Africa for there is
no electricity in some parts of
the country," said Chen.
The team went to the
Cheetah Center in the Serengeti
National Park for volunteer

work on June 30. Led by
professionals to help obtain
relevant data on cheetahs, they
finally found their first cheetah
on July 3. Later, they observed
the behavior of the cheetah and
collected its excrement and hair.
By analyzing its movement and
genes, the team tried to
understand the family
composition of cheetah in
Serengeti.
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School girl challenges
5,000-meter-high mountains
By Yang Feng

Chen Zijing, a 16-year-old 11th
grader at Wuhan East Lake High
School, returned to Wuhan on July
28 after climbing the Yuzhu Peak in
Qinghai Province. This is the third
snow-capped mountain 5,000 meters
above sea level that she has climbed.
The girl's father, Chen Bin, is an
outdoor extreme sports lover. Led by
her father, Chen has participated in
many kinds of outdoor sports. At the
age of 11, she trekked nearly 100
kilometers in three days, crossing the
South Taihang Mountains. At the age
of 13, she climbed the main peak of
the Four Girls Snow Mountains with
an altitude of 5,038 meters, and the
Haba Snow Mountains at 5,396
meters successfully. At the age of 16,
Chen decided to climb the Yuzhu
Peak of 6,178 meters above sea level
as a birthday gift to herself.
To be prepared, she started
physical training in June and
upgraded her mountaineering
equipment as well. About 500 meters
from the summit, the temperature
dropped sharply while strong winds
and lack of oxygen constantly plagued
her. Chen felt exhausted and stopped
climbing at the height of
5,600 meters for safety reasons.

Jordan store becomes hit
By Zhao Xin

Indoor equestrian center entertains kids
By Wang Zheng

A newly-opened
indoor equestrian
center has become
popular among
children this summer
due to its accessibility.
On August 4, our
reporter visited iHores
Riding School at
Jinhe Center in
Yuejiazui. The twostory riding school
covers an area of
2,000 square meters.
On the first floor is
an indoor arena,
which has five ponies
there. The second

floor, which is under
construction, will be
used for dressage and
jumping training.
The iHores Riding
School offers
professional training
for children between
the ages of 3 and 12.
Throughout this
session, children will
learn how to control
a horse in walk and
trot, and care for the
horse as well. The
basic package for
beginners costs RMB
2,200 for 10 sessions.

One to one coaching for child

The first JORDAN L1 store in
China was launched at Wushang
Plaza on July 31. When the door
opened at 9.30 a.m., there was a
nearly 100-meter queue waiting in
front of the store. In addition to local
fans, there were many consumers
from other cities who went on a
spending spree and bought more than
a dozen pairs at a time.
The limited style 11 GS was sold
by on-site lottery and attracted
customers from Hangzhou. "After
buying the limited style shoes, we'll
sell them on a professional BBS
website. A pair of shoes can earn at
least RMB 150. There are no
operating costs and the shoes can be
sold quickly," said Mr. Wang from
Hangzhou.

